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 The challenge 

Improving Lives, a charitable 
organisation based in 
Nottingham, supports local 
adults with complex health and 
social needs,through offering an 
individualised service to empower 
them to manage the challenges 
they face, more effectively.

 ...a brand refresh which modernised 
 their brand image, but kept their 
 recognisable elements  

There were a number of things they 
wanted to refresh, including their brand 
image, logo, colour palette and fonts, 
as well as needing new templates for 
Microsoft Office applications and a new 
brand guidelines and style guide.

 The approach 

We began by discussing with some of the 
Improving Lives team what they were 
looking for from their re-branding, not 
only visually, but also how they wanted it 
to represent their organisation.

Following the development of initial 
concepts, we gained feedback 
from the Improving Lives team and 
made appropriate amends, working 
collaboratively to mix and match their 
favourite concepts into one solid brand 
they all loved.

After agreeing a final logo, font and 
colour palette, we created a variety 
of templates for them for Microsoft 
Word, Excel and PowerPoint, as well as 
developing a new brand guidelines and 
style guide.

 ...working with the client to 
 understand their exact needs 

 The outcome 

Following final approval from the 
Improving Lives team, we have offered 
continuing support to them should they 
need any further amends following 
Board approval. We’ve also offered 
ongoing support for future templates, 
amends and help using the guidelines 
and templates created.

 ...a modernised brand and a universal 
 understanding

I’m absolutely blown away by the re-branding. I 
think it looks fantastic, and I like the range of logos 
we are able to use for different purposes, backgrounds 
etc. We really can’t thank Socitm Advisory enough: 
you’ve put a phenomenal amount of work in, been 
amenable to our changes and produced something 
really exciting!”

Josh Wood
Business Manager, Improving Lives

“
They look great, and you have clearly put in so 
much work and done this so quickly for us, you’ve 
been amazing!... It’s been really exciting for us to 
see your suggestions and we’re very much looking 
forward to a gentle re-brand - so that people know 
it’s us but it’’s fresher and more modern.”

Kerry Devine
Interim CEO, Improving Lives

“
 Completed as part of our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiative!
 #CSRVision2025 Goal 4: By 2023, we will have contributed 5,000 hours 
 in employee-driven voluntary work 


